Key Stage 2 Weekly Learning
Year 4 Ash and Yew

Theme: Around our Wonderful World

Week beginning: 29.06.20

Daily Activities
Wake up & Shake up

Reading – 20 - 30 mins

Maths- choose when you do
this during the week

BREAK
Free Children’s EBooks

For something different, you could try this:
https://prosportcoaching.co.uk/2020/03/19/6-simple-exercises-to-keep-active-at-home/
6 simple exercises to keep active at home.
Continue to enjoy reading books from home, school or online.
We have also added a new reading sheet for you to work on. This work is on the book The
Wild Robot by Peter Brown. You do not need the book – all the tasks are within the sheets
provided. This week focus on tasks 1 and 2.
See attached resources:
1) Maths of me: this activity is all about the Maths of yourself. Explore the numbers
surrounding you and your life. Be creative in how you record this (please look at
example sheet).
2) Maths trail: create a Maths trail around your home! This activity involves counting,
multiplying, exploring shapes and using everyday objects to measure.
Eat a snack, exercise or relax with some mindfulness. We have attached some mindfulness
colouring if you would like to try that.
Check out either of these links to listen to Michael Rosen’s Poems & Stories:
https://www.michaelrosen.co.uk/videos/
https://www.youtube.com/results?sp=mAEB&search_query=kids+poems+and+stories

Times Tables 10-15 mins

https://www.timestables.co.uk/multiplication-tables-check/

Spelling- 15-20 mins

Practise your Common Exception Words using the different strategies (attached below).

Writing- 20-30 mins

This week in Geography we are visiting the Galapagos Islands. These islands are home to
some of the most unusual animals on Earth. See attached sheet. Choose one of the animals
and write a description of the Islands from their perspective. Remember to use your key
writing skills especially noun phrases and fronted adverbials.
This term our value is Co-operation. Watch the following clip;
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zsbfb9q. Discuss with your family the following questions:
Is a leader necessary if a team is to work successfully? What do you think the important
parts of a team are?

Our School Value

These are the Key Skills that we are teaching in Year 4. They are the skills we work on across the school year. Please continue to
help and support your child at home with their learning and include these key skills wherever possible and relevant.

Key Mathematical skills
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Times table facts to 12x12
and related division facts.
Count in 6’s, 7’s, 9’s, 25’s and
1000’s
Recognise place value in a 4digit number.
Order numbers to 1000
Round a number to the
nearest 10, 100 or 1000
Multiply multiples of 10 and
100. EG: 20 x 3, 400 x7, 20
x30,
Use a written method for
addition, subtraction and
multiplication (up to 4 digits).

Key Reading skills
•
•
•
•
•

•

Apply phonics knowledge and skills to
decode words.
Explaining the meaning of key vocabulary
within the context of the text.
Predict what might happen next using
clues from the text.
Retrieve key facts from a text.
Make inferences using evidence from the
text. (E.g.: I think she is upset or angry
because she slammed the door)
https://www.onceuponapicture.co.uk/thecollections/the-inference-collection/ is
excellent for practising this tricky skill.
Summarise main points and discuss what
has been read.

Key Writing skills
• Capital letters at the start of a
sentence and for proper nouns.
• Accurate use of full stops ! or ? at the
end of a sentence.
• Neat, joined handwriting
• Use speech marks to punctuate direct
speech.
• Use the correct tense consistently
throughout a piece of writing.
• Use 1st and 3rd person correctly.
• Use expanded noun phrases to add more
detail. EG: The big, brown dog. A soft,
fluffy pillow.
• Use fronted adverbials punctuated with
a comma after them. E.g.: Later that
day, I went to see my friend. Slowly, she
crept into the deserted house.

Weekly Activities
PSHE

Geography
Our Theme this term is ‘Around our wonderful world’.

This week we are (virtually) visiting The Galapagos Islands.
The Galapagos are a really unique and interesting set of
islands.
Learn all about them below:

This week we would like you to think
about:
 what it is like to feel positive
 ways you can feel positive about
your learning.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z3fycdm/articles/zk9cxyc
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/countries/ngkids-heads-to-the-galapagos-islands/



Discuss with your family ways we can practise being
positive e.g. saying well done to yourself when you are
proud of something you’ve done; write or draw one
thing that makes you smile each day or remind yourself
of something you are looking forward to and why.



See attached sheet: write a sentence or two about
how you make the most of your learning (including home
learning) and how you can feel positive about your
learning.
You can decorate or illustrate it with positive, happy
things!

https://kids.kiddle.co/Gal%C3%A1pagos_Islands
Then answer this question:

Why are the Galapagos islands so special?
Create a poster explaining the many reasons why.

Please share these with us via email or
Twitter – we would love to see!
Marvellous Me badges will be awarded!



If you do record any of this, then please share
with us via email or Twitter.
Marvellous Me badges will be awarded!

Science
Our topic is Electricity.

RE

This week we are providing a few electricityrelated activities.

Stories.


Electric Motor Challenge
Have a go at building your own motor – all you need is an AA
battery, a wire, a small magnet and a screw.

Mains or battery?
Identify devices that run on mains electricity (need to be
plugged in), those that require a battery and those that
could be both.

Match the symbol to the component (you learn about
this is Y6 but why not get ahead of the game!)
Match the correct symbol, definition and photo
for each electrical component.
This link has good and helpful information:
https://www.theschoolrun.com/what-is-electricity
This link is good for info and fun:
http://www.switchedonkids.org.uk/
Please share these with us via email or Twitter – we
would love to see!
Marvellous Me badges will be awarded!

This term we are learning about Sacred Texts and
This week we are learning about the Hindu story of
Rama and Sita.
Watch the story here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uRpNNF4fB4g
Discuss how Hanuman and Rama were able to defeat
Ravana.
How does it link with our value this term?
Now answer the questions or clues to complete the
attached crossword.

If you do record any of this, then please
share with us via email or Twitter.
Marvellous Me badges will be
awarded!

Maths of Me
What maths do you do every day?-maybe without even realising it…

www.instructables.com

Numbers are part of you, from the month you were born to the size of your
shoe.

Figure me out:
Use the facts and figures on your Maths of Me profile to create a
number sentence poster all about you…

For example if
your birthday is
21st of the
month you
could write:
20+1= 21
3 x 7= 21
42÷2= 21

Why’s this maths?
Thinking about the maths you use in everyday life provides you with the
tools to make sense of it all.

For more fun activities visit www.mathsontoast.org.uk
Don’t forget to share your creations and comments on Twitter, Facebook or Instagram tagging
@mathsontoast using #positiveaboutmaths

Maths of Me Profile
Write, doodle or draw the maths of you…

Birthday

Height

ME

Number in family

Age:

Shoe size

House number

Favourite
number

One more maths fact about me…

For more fun activities visit www.mathsontoast.org.uk
Don’t forget to share your creations and comments on Twitter, Facebook or Instagram tagging
@mathsontoast using #positiveaboutmaths

Maths Trail
Discover the maths around your home.
First, plan your trail, you could draw a simple map. It
doesn’t have to be perfect.
What shapes can you see as you go along the
trail?
Name and draw them or take a photo.

A tine is a
prong or a
point. Find
some forks.
How many
tines are there
altogether?
Can you
multiply?
For example,
10 forks with 4
tines
10 x 4 = 40

How many legs can you count on your
trail?
(Perhaps tables, pets or people)

What’s the time? Is there a
way of telling the time in
each room?
Write down the time of any
you find. Don’t forget to
check cookers, radios and
TVs

Can you find some parallel lines?
Which room had the most?

Can you measure without a ruler?
Yes! With string or paperclips or
books
How many books does it take to
measure the length of your bed?
What else could you use?
For example: footsteps to
measure the bath or your whole
body to measure the garden
path.

Why’s this maths?
There is a huge range of maths in these activities from counting and
multiplying to exploring shapes. You will discover that everyday objects
can be used to measure – giving you a sense of scale and a useful
tool for estimating.
For more fun activities visit www.mathsontoast.org.uk
Don’t forget to share your creations and comments on Twitter, Facebook or Instagram tagging
@mathsontoast using #positiveaboutmaths

Year 4 Summer 2 Wk 5 - 29.06.20
Nombre:

Fecha:

These songs are fabulous song for learning parts of the body – have a look
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GkSuyFMLrKQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pOg6y-Q59eM

Try to memorise the words and then have a go at this:

How am I positive about my learning?

Take 5: Ideas for Independent/Home Learning
The Wild Robot by Peter Brown (Piccadilly Press)
1. Explore it
Without sharing the book title, read this story opening. You might want to hear it read
aloud as well as reading it for yourself.

Our story begins on the ocean, with wind and rain
and thunder and lightning and waves. A hurricane
roared and raged through the night. And in the
middle of the chaos, a cargo ship was sinking
down
down
down
to the ocean floor.
The ship left hundreds of crates floating on the
surface. But as the hurricane thrashed and
swirled and knocked them around, the crates also
began sinking into the depths. One after another,




they were swallowed up by the waves, until only
five crates remained.
By morning the hurricane was gone. There were
no clouds, no ships, no land in sight. There was
only calm water and clear skies and those five
crates lazily bobbing along an ocean current.
Days passed. And then a smudge of green
appeared on the horizon. As the crates drifted
closer, the soft green shapes slowly sharpened
into the hard edges of a wild rocky island.
The first crate rode to shore on a tumbling,
rumbling wave and then crashed against the
rocks with such force that the whole thing burst
apart.

What is happening in this extract? Who are the central characters? Can you summarise what you’ve
read in a couple of sentences?
Talk about how this story opening makes you feel and what you like or dislike about it. Does it
remind you of anything you know in stories or real life? How?
Think about how it is written. What parts of this really stick in your mind? Which words and phrases
do you like the best? What do you like about them? Do they look or sound interesting? Do they
help you make a picture in your mind? What do other people think?

2. Illustrate it
After you have read it a few times, take a pen or pencil and a bit of scrap paper. You can use the back of an
old envelope or cereal packet; whatever is to hand. Draw what you see in your imagination. It can be
shapes or shading - anything that captures the place and the mood of this story opening. Maybe other
people in your family want to draw what they imagine as well. Remember, everyone has their own ideas
and imagines things their own way. This is a good thing!
To get started, ask yourself:
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Where does our story begin?
What happens? How do you know?
How does it make me feel? Does this change?
How can I show this in a drawing?

Re-read the opening and write some words and phrases that have helped you make your picture.
Share your drawings with each other or talk about what you have drawn with someone else:
 What do you like about each other’s drawings? What is the same or different about your drawings?
 Why have you chosen to draw it this way? Which words and phrases helped you make a picture?

3. Talk about it




Find and copy any words and phrases which show how forceful the hurricane was.
Why did so many crates sink? What do you think happened to them?
Think about the events on the night of the storm and in the following days. How would you report
it on the news?

4. Imagine it
Look at the opening illustration:
Think about this:





What do you think is inside the box?
What makes you think that?
What other stories do you know about
in books, on television or in films that
have scenes like this?
What happens in these stories?

5. Create it
Look at the front cover of the book. Is this what you expected? Why? Why not? Draw what you think this
place is like.



What kind of story world does the wild robot live in now?
Who else might live here?

Look for clues in the illustrations and what you have read so far.
Use your story world drawing to map the robot’s story. What story are you creating? What if it were a
different character? What story could you make then?
Draw and write your story, trying out different ideas. Remember to use stories you already know and like
for ideas. You could even publish your story in a handmade book by folding a piece of paper or on the
computer, ready to share it with your teacher or your friends and family.
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